A spin current -a flow of spin angular momentum -can be carried either by spin polarised free electrons or by magnons, the quanta of a moving collective oscillation of localised electron spins -a spin wave. Traditionally, it was assumed, that a spin wave in a magnetic film with spin-sink-free surfaces can transfer energy and angular momentum only along its propagation direction. In this work, using Brillouin light scattering spectroscopy in combination with a theory of dipole-exchange spinwave spectra, we show that in obliquely magnetized free magnetic films the in-plane propagation of spin waves is accompanied by a transverse spin current along the film normal without any corresponding transverse transport of energy.
Spin waves (or their quanta -magnons) can be used as carriers of a spin current in spintronics [1, 2] and magnonics [3] [4] [5] signal processing devices, as they enable transport of energy and spin angular momentum over long distances along their propagation direction [6] [7] [8] . This has been used for concepts in view of novel spintronic data processing applications, such as planar spin-wave conduits [10, 11] , magnonic crystals [12, 13] , logic elements, such as spin-wave majority gates [14] , and nonlinear spin-wave devices, such as magnon transistors [15] . Many of these novel elements operate in the dipoleexchange region of a spin-wave spectrum, where the strength of magnetic dipole-dipole and local electrostatic exchange interactions between electron spins are comparable. Most experimental studies of dipole-exchange spin waves have been performed using in-plane magnetized films, where the spin-wave propagation in the longwavelength part of the spectrum is highly anisotropic due to the influence of the dipolar interaction, and exotic phenomena such as spin-wave caustics [16] may appear. Furthermore, the interplay between dipole and exchange interactions in this magnetization geometry creates prerequisites for fundamental phenomena such as magnon Bose-Einstein condensation [17, 18] , magnonic supercurrents [19] [20] [21] , formation of hybrid magnetoelastic bosons [22] , spin superfluidity [23] [24] [25] , and more. In spin-sink-free in-plane magnetized magnetic films, the energy and spin angular momentum are transported by spin-wave modes along the film plane, and the transverse (along the film normal) profiles of the spin-wave modes are standing waves, which do not exhibit a net transport of energy or spin angular momentum. However, if a spin sink, i.e. an overlayer with strong spin-orbit coupling (such as Pt or Ta) is attached to the film, the absorption of magnons by such a spin sink leads to the appearance of spin and energy flows along the film normal [9, 26] . It allows for the detection of propagating spin waves in a large range of wavelengths [9] and, thus, plays an important role in the development of magnon spintronics towards utilization of short-wavelength dipolar-exchange and exchange spin waves in nano-sized devices [1] .
Here we report, that, in contrast with the case of in-plane magnetization, in obliquely magnetized films, the transverse profiles of in-plane-propagating dipoleexchange spin waves are only quasi-standing, and may allow for the transport of a spin angular momentum along the film normal even in the absence of any spin sink. Noteworthy, in the case of no spin absorption at the film boundaries, such currents abstain from a net transport of energy. These unconventional spin currents are crucially important for applications in modern spintronics, where they can substantially influence the effects of Fig. 1 . Standing-and travelling mode profiles. Dependence of the spin-wave frequency on the transverse (to the direction of wave propagation and along the film normal) wavenumber κ in a ferromagnetic film for different angles Θ M between the static magnetization and the direction of the wave propagation q :
spin pumping and spin transfer torque at a film interface.
First we consider a gedanken experiment, such as schematically shown in Fig. 1b , where a spin wave travels in-plane in +q direction. Such a scenario can be realized by using an antenna structure to generate the spin waves, positioned left to the spot, where we detect the spin waves in a Brillouin light scattering experiment, see also discussion below. Similarly to the case of conventional electromagnetic or optical waveguides, the profile along the film normal of a spin-wave mode propagating in a film plane with a wavevector q can be described as a superposition of two partial plane waves with transverse wavenumbers κ 1 and κ 2 at the same frequency ω = ω(q , κ 1 ) = ω(q , κ 2 ) (see Fig. 1 ). The in-plane spin-wave dispersion, however, is anisotropic with a minimum frequency corresponding to the wave propagation along the static magnetization (see Methods). For the case of an in-plane magnetization, this minimum is achieved at κ = 0 and the dependence of the frequency on the wavenumber κ is symmetric: two partial waves are contra-propagating with equal-bymagnitude but opposite-by-sign wavenumbers κ 1 = −κ 2 (see Fig. 1a ). Therefore, the corresponding mode profile is represented by a classical standing wave pattern (see sketch in Fig. 1a) . The situation changes when the sample is magnetized obliquely (see Fig. 1b ). In this case, the minimum spin-wave frequency corresponds to a certain κ = 0 value and the dependence ω = ω(q , κ) is asymmetric. Thus, at some frequencies the mode profiles are formed by co-propagating partial waves. Their superposition results in a travelling wave pattern, which carries angular momentum and, thus, can be treated as a transversal spin current i s directed along the film normal.
It is worth noting that in the framework of the model of a free film (in the case of absence of spin sinks on the film surfaces) there is no energy flow along the film normal. Moreover, regarding the in-plane wavevector +q , which is assumed here to be set by the excitation scheme, spin-wave modes with positive and negative wavevectors ±q carry opposite transversal spin currents. Thus, in the case of a symmetric spin wave excitation or under thermal equilibrium, the net current i s is zero. In view of these facts the question arises if it would be possible, in principle, to reveal the existence of such a current in a magnetic film, which is free from any type of a spin sink?
Here, we show that the investigation of this fundamental phenomenon is possible in a Brillouin light scattering (BLS) experiment. The idea behind is that any modification of the spin-wave profiles along the film normal changes the BLS cross-section regardless the positive or negative orientation of the wavevector q . In the present work, we use this fact to demonstrate the predicted emergence of the unconventional transversal spin current in an obliquely magnetized thermally excited YIG sample.
The spin-wave spectra are studied at room temperature in a low-damping ferrimagnetic film of Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG, Y 3 Fe 5 O 12 ) [27, 28] by means of BLS spectroscopy with frequency and wavevector resolution (see Fig. 2 ). The YIG film sample of thickness of L = 5.6 µm is biased by the magnetic field H 0 = 2500 Oe, which is sufficient to magnetize the sample with the saturation magnetization of 4πM s = 1750 G even when the bias field is perpendicular to the YIG film surface.
The experimental set-up, which consists of a YIG film and a wavevector-resolving BLS system, is schematically shown in Fig. 2 (for a detailed description of the set-up and techniques see Methods). The sample is placed on top of a dielectric mirror, which ensures a perfect reflection of the scattered light, and, thus, significantly enhances the wavenumber selectivity and sensitivity of the experimental set-up allowing detection of thermal spin waves. In addition, this mirror, being dielectric, does not change the magnetic boundary conditions at the YIG film surface and thus, does not modify the spectra of the spin waves as it can occur in the conventional case of a metal mirror [29, 30] . The developed set-up is placed inside a magnet gap and allows for spin-wave measurements in the full range of the magnetization angle Θ H from 0
• (in-plane magnetization) to 90
• (out-of-plane magnetization). Next, we study the thermally excited spin-wave spectrum as a function of Θ H . With increasing Θ H both the magnitude and direction of the internal bias magnetic field H i change, because of the influence of the demagnetizing field. The angle Θ M of the internal magnetization M and the magnitude of the internal magnetic field H i can be found from the electrodynamic boundary conditions at the surface of the YIG film [31] . The values of H i and Θ M calculated for the particular values of Θ H used in our experiments are given in Fig. 3a, d , g, and j.
The observed thermal spectra of dipole-exchange spin 
The panels in the left column demonstrate the raw measured spin-wave spectra. In the panels presented in the middle column the same data are shown together with the theoretically calculated dispersion curves for the first 50 thickness modes. The images in the right column show the experimentally measured spectra together with the calculated curves of the BLS spectral visibility defined as the normalized spatially uniform component of the profile along the film normal of a particular spin-wave mode.
waves superimposed by phonon branches are shown in Fig. 3 . Panels a, d, g, and j in the left column of Fig. 3 show maps of the raw BLS intensity obtained from the room-temperature populations of magnons and phonons propagating in the YIG film along the projection of the bias magnetic field onto the film plane as functions of the magnon (or phonon) wavevector q H 0 .
For the in-plane magnetization case (Θ H = 0 • , Fig. 3a) , the experimentally visible spin-wave spectrum consists mainly of the lowest mode of the dipoleexchange backward volume waves [32] . The interplay of dipole and exchange interactions is clearly visible: the initial dipolar decrease of the spin-wave frequency in the long-wavelength section of the spectrum is superseded by the exchange-determined frequency increase at larger wavenumbers ±q . The steep straight dispersion branches also seen in the data correspond to the transverse acoustic phonons [22, [33] [34] [35] [36] .
The variation of the magnetization angle Θ H leads to a modification of the observed spectra (see panels d, g, and j in Fig. 3 ). For Θ H = 30
• shown in Fig. 3d one can see that several dispersion branches with negative group velocities v g < 0 become visible in the dipolar (long wavelength) region of the spectrum (|q | < 1 rad µm −1 ). With further increase in Θ H the contrast of the BLS map in this region decreases, while the exchange magnons and transverse phonons are still clearly visible. The shape of the blurred part of the spin-wave spectrum (see Fig. 3g near q = 0) gives a hint to the presence of modes with both positive and negative group velocities v g in the spin-wave spectrum (both backward and forward types of dipole-exchange magnons [32, 37] ). At the angle of magnetization of Θ H = 80
• only magnon modes with v g > ∼ 0 are seen with rather low contrast in the dipolar area of the spectrum, and all these modes merge into a single exchange-dominated mode at large wavenumbers (|q | > 1 rad µm −1 ). No spin waves are detected at Θ H = 90
• : the intensity of the spin-wave maps becomes smaller with increase of the magnetization angle, and approaches zero when the magnetization becomes exactly perpendicular to the film plane due to the corresponding decrease in the BLS cross-section [38] .
Since our BLS set-up is sensitive only to the modes with rather uniform profiles along the film normal, the observed blurring of the spin-wave spectrum for Θ H = 0
• suggests a substantial transformation of the spin-wave mode profiles when compared to the case of in-plane magnetization. To understand this transformation we further developed the formalism described in Ref. [39] (see Methods). Both the dispersion characteristics ω(q ) and the profiles along the film normal m(ξ) of the spin-wave modes were calculated and are determined as a function of the in-plane wavenumber ±q (for the used coordinate system please see inset in Fig. 3a) .
The theoretically calculated spin-wave dispersion characteristics plotted by white lines are presented together with the experimental data in the central column of Fig. 3 (panels b, e, h, k) . It can be clearly seen that the calculation describes the fundamental spin-wave mode in the case of in-plane magnetization very well (Fig. 3b) , but the higher-order modes present in the theory are not visible in the experiment. At magnetization angles Θ H > 0
• the situation becomes worse, since many of the theoretically predicted spin-wave modes are not observed in our BLS experiment (see panels e, h, and k in Fig. 3 ). This apparent discrepancy is related to the aforementioned fact that the BLS cross-section is sensitive only to the modes having a uniform component in their profiles along the film normal. Thus, the spin-wave modes with profiles oscillating about zero along the film normal do not contribute to the BLS signal.
The calculated profiles of two spin-wave modes are exemplarily shown in Fig. 4 for a few selected wavenumbers q . The spatially uniform zero Fourier component of each of such a profile is directly proportional to the sensitivity of the BLS set-up to the corresponding spin-wave mode. The magnitudes of this component are presented in the right column of Fig. 3 (panels c, f, i, l) by yellow lines jointly with the BLS intensity maps. As can be seen, these yellow lines agree very well with the experimental data (compare panels c, f, i, and l in Fig. 3 to panels a, d , g, and j in the same figure) . The fundamental (n = 0) mode has a perfectly uniform profile along the film normal at small (q L < 1) in-plane wavenumbers q = 0.02 rad µm −1 , and is therefore very visible in the BLS experiment. With the increase in q the effective pinning in the profile along the film normal of this mode gradually increases. This pinning is not at all related to any surface anisotropy at the film boundaries, but has a purely dipolar character [40, 41] . Note, also that the higher order (e.g. n = 21) modes have oscillating profiles along the film normal, and therefore, cannot be detected in the BLS experiment.
The mode profiles in an obliquely magnetized magnetic film (for illustration, we consider here the case of Θ H = 60
• ) have rather unusual shapes (see Fig. 4c and 4d ). The profile along the film normal of the n = 0 mode at relatively small wavenumber values q = 0.02 rad µm −1 is rather uniform in comparison to the profiles shown in Fig.4b , and this mode is therefore clearly visible in the BLS experiment (similar to the situation in Fig.4a ). However, with increase in q , the mode profile acquires more and more oscillations along the film normal, leading to a lower visibility of these modes in the experiment (see Fig. 3g ). At q > 1 rad µm −1 the visibility of these modes vanishes completely. The opposite situation occurs for the higher-order mode with n = 21 (see Fig. 4d ). The profile along the film normal of such a mode, that is purely oscillating at q = 0.02 rad µm −1 , continues to oscillate at higher values of the in-plane wavenumber but, surprisingly enough, also possesses a non-zero uniform component (see Fig. 4d for q = 20 rad µm −1 ). It is worth to note, that the above described transformation of the mode profiles along the film normal is not exclusively related to the case of a plain YIG film, but can also explain the effects observed in Permalloy micro-structured nanodots [42, 43] and magnetic multilayers [44] .
The unusual profiles of the spin-wave modes presented in Figs. 4c and 4d find a natural qualitative explanation in the framework of the proposed model of transversal spin currents.
In the case of an in-plane magnetized film (Fig. 1a) , which is characterized by the symmetric dependence ω(κ) for positive and negative κ directions, the mode profiles demonstrate perfect standing wave patterns along the normal of the film (see Fig. 4a,b) . The fundamental mode with the lowest possible frequency has |κ 1,2 | ≈ 0, i.e., its profile is quasi-uniform (see Fig. 4a ). With increasing frequency, the transversal wavenumbers |κ 1,2 | also increase, and therefore increases the number of nodes in the mode's profile along the film normal (the mode's index n) as it is visible in Fig. 4b .
The situation is different for an obliquely magnetized film. Due to the anisotropic character of the dipolar magnetic interaction [29, 39] the dependence ω(κ) is no longer symmetric (see Fig. 1b) . Now, for spin waves with relatively long wavelength, the minimum frequency is achieved when their total wavevector q is parallel to the internal magnetic field, i.e., for κ = κ min ≈ q tan Θ M . Therefore, in this case, the fundamental mode will be formed by two partial waves κ 1 ≈ κ 2 ≈ κ min and possesses approximately κ min L/π ≈ (q L/π) tan Θ M nodes along the film normal. We would like to underline the fact that in the shown case both partial waves have transverse wavevectors of same direction, so the resultant mode has a quasi-travelling character, but the group velocities of the partial waves have opposite signs, which means that the mode does not transfer energy along the film normal. The increase of the number of nodes of the fundamental mode with an increase in q is clearly seen in Fig. 4c . With the increase in the mode number n the transversal wavenumber κ 1 decreases, while κ 2 increases (see Fig. 1b ), producing the non-trivial patterns seen in Fig. 4d . In particular, for a certain higher-order mode (or, in the case of a fixed mode number n, for a particular in-plane wavevector q ) κ 1 ≈ 0, and the mode attains a comb-like profile seen in Fig. 4d for q = 20 rad µm −1 . The above considerations lead to the essential conclusion which is that the profiles along the film normal of the magnon modes propagating in an obliquely magnetized magnetic film do not fully form standing wave patterns, but have a travelling character. This conclusion is further confirmed by a direct visualization of the time evolution of the mode profiles shown in the Supplementary Movie 1.
This unconventional travelling nature of the magnon mode's profiles has important implications in the field of modern spintronics. Particularly, by direct evaluation, one can show that these modes carry a non-zero intrinsic exchange spin current
in the direction perpendicular to the film plane. From the point of view of the symmetry considerations, the appearance of the perpendicular spin current is associated with the symmetry breaking induced by the Fig. 5 . Spin current. Colour coded intensity of spin current is calculated using Eq. (1) as a function of the in-plane wavenumber q and magnetization angle Θ M for the modes with quasi-uniform distribution along the film normal.
oblique magnetization and the direction of the in-plane wavevector of the spin waves, q . Reversing either the direction of the bias magnetic field or the direction of q will reverse the sign of the transverse spin current. In particular, the spin waves with q ≃ 0 always carry zero perpendicular current, so the effects related to this current require travelling spin waves, and cannot be seen in a ferromagnetic resonance kind of experiments. It should be remarked, that in the state of thermal equilibrium, the magnon modes with wavevectors +q and −q are equally populated, and the transverse spin currents they carry mutually compensate each other. Therefore, the intrinsic transverse spin current does not have any direct influence on the thermal equilibrium properties of a magnetic film.
If a spin wave is excited in a certain direction, lets assume in +ζ direction, i.e., we only have +q , the effect of a transverse spin current will manifest itself explicitly. In this scenario we may find different spin pumping efficiencies at the opposite surfaces of the film. This effect, in particular, can be used for the development of non-reciprocal spin current transmission lines based on propagating spin waves. The contribution of the spin current i s for the modes with quasi-uniform profile along the film normal is of particular interest (e.g. all profiles in Fig. 4a and the profile at q = 20 rad µm −1 in Fig. 4d ). These modes can be excited, for example by micro-structured microwave antennas. We have examined the Θ H versus q parameter space regarding the transversal spin current efficiency. The results of numerical calculations of the spin current magnitude using Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 5 . As can be seen, the maximal transversal spin current is achieved at approximately Θ M ≃ 55
• and q ≃ 5 rad µm −1 , which corresponds to the wavelength of 1.2 µm and fits well to the requirements of modern nano-scale magnonic devices. As the described spin currents along the film normal originate from the interplay between dipolar and exchange interactions, they vanish in the case of pure exchange waves as well as for pure dipolar waves. As expected, i s weakens with an increase in the in-plane wavenumber q and becomes zero at the limiting values (0 and 90 • ) of the magnetization angle Θ M (see Fig. 5 ). The presence of these unconventional spin currents may be directly detected in the following proposed experiment. In the case of oblique magnetization, spin waves propagating in opposite in-plane directions should have different spin pumping efficiencies at the surfaces of the magnetic film covered with a few nanometer-thick non-magnetic heavy metal. The difference in the values of spin currents injected by the contra-propagating waves to such a spin sink can be measured as a corresponding difference in the inverse spin Hall voltages generated across the metal layer. However, the excitation of short-wavelength spin waves (|q | > 4 rad µm −1 ), for which this effect is expected to be sufficiently high (see Fig. 5 ), is rather difficult task due to the absence of reliable unidirectional spin-wave emitters. Development of such emitters is a work in progress [45] [46] [47] .
We believe that these interesting and non-trivial properties of the spin-wave modes in obliquely magnetized magnetic films will be used in the future to control the effects of spin pumping and to generate spin currents in nano-scale spintronic signal processing and signalgenerating devices. Moreover, similar effects should also be observed in photonic and acoustic waveguide structures made of anisotropic materials, in the case when the directions of the main crystallographic axis does not coincide with the direction of wave propagation.
Methods
Sample. The yttrium iron garnet (YIG, Y 3 Fe 5 O 12 ) sample is 5 mm long and 1 mm wide. The single-crystal YIG film of 5.6 µm thickness has been grown in the (111) crystallographic plane on a gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG, Gd 3 Ga 5 O 12 ) substrate by liquid-phase epitaxy.
Brillouin light scattering spectroscopy. The spinwave spectrum was visualized by means of wavevectorresolved BLS spectroscopy [48] in back-scattering geometry. Brillouin light scattering spectroscopy can be understood as the diffraction of the probing light from a moving Bragg grating produced by a spin-wave mode [49] . As a result, some portion of the scattered light is shifted in frequency by the frequency of this mode. In addition, the diffraction from the grating leads to a transfer of momentum during this process. For example, the inplane component of the wavevector q L of the incident light is inverted by a spin-wave mode propagating along the projection of a probing beam on a thin magnetic film if the spin-wave wavenumber q satisfies the Bragg condition q = −2q L sin(Θ ), where Θ is the angle of laser light incidence. By changing the angle Θ , wavevector selection of in-plane spin waves with wavevector q can be implemented. In our experiment, the probing laser beam of 532 nm wavelength generated by a single-mode solid-state laser is focused by a precise objective onto the YIG film sample. The probing beam is steered by a system of prisms, enabling rotation of the probing laser beam around the sample. The opto-mechanical system is precisely aligned to keep the position of the probing spot at the same place at the sample surface while changing the angle of incidence Θ . In such a set-up, the rotation angle Θ (see Fig. 2 ) and, consequently, the magnitude of the probed magnon wavevector q is limited only by the wavelength λ of the probing laser light (for λ = 532 nm, q max = 2q L = 23.6 rad µm −1 ), and is not constrained by geometry of the magnet, as it was the case in Ref. [48] . The polarization of the incident light was held parallel to the surface of the sample by utilizing a λ/2 wave plate, which is rotated simultaneously with the rotation of the prisms. The whole beam steering system is placed directly between the poles of the electromagnet, ensuring high field uniformity and stability. The sample is placed with the YIG side on top of a broadband dielectric mirror (commercially available "Thorlabs" E02 multilayer mirror for the 400-700 nm light wavelength). As it was checked in test experiments, this mirror does not affect the phonon and spin-wave dispersions. Its role is to reflect the inelastically scattered light, whose inplane wavevector component is inverted by a spin-wave mode, back through the objective for further frequency analysis. The dielectric mirror is fixed on a piezo-driven non-magnetic rotary stage, which was used to change the angle Θ H between the bias magnetic field and the film surface. The light collected by the objective is directed to a multipass tandem Fabry-Pérot interferometer [50] [51] [52] for frequency selection. At the output of the interferometer a single photon counting avalanche diode detector is placed. The output of the detector is connected to a counter module. Every time the detector registers a photon, this event is recorded to a database which collects the number of arrived photons. The frequency of the interferometer's transmission is also recorded, thus providing frequency information for each detected photon.
Simplified model of dipole-exchange spin-wave spectrum. Considering the Landau-Lifshitz and magnetostatic Maxwell equations inside a magnetic film one can show that a propagating magnon mode can be represented by the sum of several partial plane waves with a total wavevector q = q e ζ + κe ξ , where e ζ and e ξ are unit vectors along the in-plane propagation direction and perpendicular to the film plane, respectively (see Fig. 1 and inset in Fig. 3a) . The relation between the total wavevector q and the mode frequency ω is the same as in the case of an infinite magnetic medium:
Here ω H = γH i , ω M = γ4πM s , λ ex is the exchange length, and sin
, where θ q is the angle between q and M . Equation (2) determines the allowed values of the perpendicular wavevector component κ, and is, effectively, a 6-th order equation in κ. In the frequency range of propagating magnon modes, two solutions of Eq. (2), κ 1 and κ 2 , are real, while the other four solutions have non-zero imaginary parts. The complex solutions of Eq. (2) have the absolute values |κ| ∼ 1/λ ex , and describe surface corrections to the profile along the film normal of the considered spin-wave mode. An account of these evanescent partial waves is necessary for the analysis of boundary conditions at the film surfaces. However, their influence is limited only to a rather thin boundary layer of the width ∆ξ ≈ 1/|κ| ∼ λ ex . In a magnetic film of a finite thickness L, the profile of a spin-wave mode is accurately described outside from a thin boundary layers of the width ∆ξ ≈ 1/|κ| ∼ λ ex by the sum of two frequency-degenerate partial waves with the real-valued perpendicular wavevector components κ 1 and κ 2 .
Spin-wave spectra and mode profiles calculation. We consider a ferromagnetic film of finite thickness L in the ξ direction (see inset in Fig. 3a) , that is infinite in the two in-plane directions. We assume that a non-uniform spin-wave mode of vector amplitude m(ξ) is propagating along the ζ axis lying in the film plane, and that this axis is parallel to the projection of the obliquely applied bias magnetic field H 0 onto the film plane (see inset in 
where ω is the frequency of the spin-wave mode.
Following the method used in Ref. [39] , we expand the spin-wave mode profile along the film normal m(ξ) into an infinite series of complete orthogonal vector functions, that are the eigenfunctions of the second-order exchange differential operator and the exchange boundary conditions corresponding to zero surface anisotropy (unpinned surface spins):
Using Eq. (4) in the framework of the formalism of Ref. [39] , it is possible to reduce the Landau-Lifshitz equation describing the spin-wave dynamics in a magnetic film to the following infinite system of algebraic equations for the vector amplitudes m n of the magnon modes:
where the square matrixŴ can be found by simple algebraic transformation of Eq. (22) from Ref. [39] .
Next, the dispersion characteristics ω(q ) and the profiles along the film normal m(ξ) of the spin-wave modes can be calculated as the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrixŴ (see Eq. (5)).
